Honor Roll of Donors

GIFTS FROM INDIVIDUALS

LEGACY GIVING

Jeanne Adams ++++
Anonymous
Libby Barrabee +
Megan Bell
Judy and Steve Block
Mary Darakjy +
Eileen and
Mario de los Cobos ++++
Linda and John Dullam ++++
Christine Garvey and
Linda and John Dullam ++++
Penny and Clifton Crutchfield
Anonymous
Loretta and Jerry Scott
Dorothy Scott
Rocky and Lon Morton +
Christopher Meissner ++++
Terri and Mark Lisagor ++++
Ralph Iannelli +
Rod Gilbert +
Joan and Dennis Gaiser ++++
Ann Deal +
Anonymous
MAJOR GIFTS
Anonymous +
Sue and Edward Birch +
Barbara and Steven Blois +++
Margaret Tiplady Burgess
Ann Deal +
Joan and Dennis Gaiser ++++
Rod Gilbert +
Robbie and Larry Hibbler +
Ralph Iannelli +
George Leis +
Terri and Mark Lisagor ++++
Pamela and Karl Lopker
Laura and
Christopher Meissner ++++
Rocky and Lon Morton +
Doris and John Notter ++
Jane and Richard Rush +++
Dorothy Scott
Loretta and Jerry Scott
Gayla and Santi Valsal
Karen and Peter Wolons +

$10,000–$24,999
Anonymous
Keets and Hugh Caspar +
Penny and Clifton Crutchfield
Linda and John Dullam ++++
Marilyn Fordney and
Sanford Havasi +
Christine Garvey and
George Gelles +
Nicholle and Dallas Ipach +
Ellis and Kathryn Kearney +
Robert Lovgren +
Petr and Albert Lowe
Irene and Bedford Pinkard
Elizabeth and Emilio Pozzi +
Barbara and
Herbert Rosenkranz +++

Legacy Members Σ

President’s Circle Members +

Five to Nine Years ++
10-14 Years ++++
15 Years and Above ++++

$5,000–$9,999
Anonymous
Sandra and Jordan Luby ++++
Sandra and Jordan Luby ++++
Mark Maidel +++++
Anne and Eugene Mancini ++++
John Speckard +++++
Susan and John Suarez +++++
Janet and John Jacobs ++++

$1,000–$4,999
Jeanne Adams ++++
Eugene Andreassen ++++
Anonymous +
Victoria and Manuel Arcabos
Bonnie and Richard Atmore
Libby Barrabee +
Jennifer Bates and Seth Taylor
Marlyn and Roger Benson ++
Anna and Andrej Dzielczak
Celeina and Amir Biniaz Sandlin
Celeste and Richard Bleicher ++++
Nancy Chappell and John Borchard ++++
Edith and Sieg Borch +
Nancy Britton
Marguerite and
Jeffrey Browne ++++
Nina Butler ++++
Karen Carey and Allan Cohen ++
Margaret and Kevin Carey ++
Malinda Pennyoyer and
Yvon Choulard ++++
Tia and Jack Clarke
Marie and William Cordeiro ++++
Tyler Corwin
Joanne Coville and
Steve Stewart ++++
Camille and Philip Cox
Julie and Gary Cushing
Heather and Milton Daily ++++
Mary Darakjy Σ+
Barbara and Wayne Davie
Eileen and
Mario de los Cobos ++++
Carrick DeHart +
Vicki Engard +
Carol and Handel Evans ++++
Genevieve Evans Taylor and
Curtis Taylor+
Sharon and Timothy Francis
Elizabeth Rothrock and
Scott Frisch +++
Lydia and Grant Geissman ++
Eva and Armando Gomez +
Carol and Alan Gottlieb +
Geri and Fred Grettan +
Betsy and John Grether ++++
Karen Gundelfinger +
Tamara and Keith Gunther
Brooke and Philip Hampton ++++
Elizabeth Hartung-Mendiguren and
Ignacio Mendiguren ++++
Nancy and Jeff Hass
Trtp Hawkins
Sharion and William Hillbrandt +
Carol Holder and
Matthew Hinckley ++++
Carol and Howard Hoover +++
Jane and Jim Howat
Carolyn Hutchings ++++
Janet and John Jacobs +

Phyllis Patterson Σ

Annette and Dedra Pavin ++++
Mary N.H. Porter +
David Press
Ann and Michael Ragen +++++
Rosie Ray ++++
Caroline Raymond ++
Lynetta Ivey-Reid and
John Reid +++)
Patricia Richter Duffod and
Thomas Dodds +++++
Eileen and James Rinde +
Grace Robinson Σ+
Pamela and Neil Rocklin +++++
Elizabeth and
Timothy Rubalcava +
Patricia Salem ++++
Cathy and Scott Sanchez +
Sue and John Saunders +++++
Rita and Gregory Sawyer ++++
Susan Schaefer and
Carrick DeHart ++++
Teresa and Ira Schoenwald +++++

$1–$999
Melvin Abara
Pamela Abbott Mouchou and
David Mouchou
Khali Abdul-Fattah
Tina and Christopher Abe
Kathleen and Earl Abyotes
Janet and Dave Ackerman
Michael Adachi
Rosemary and Paul Adalain
Esperanza Aguilar
Kristyn Aguilar
Sandor Aigner
Molly Aigner
Haidi Ahmed
Zain Ahmad
Walt and Williamie
Leilani and Jose Alamillo
Nigel Alandy
Izzy Alancon
Abigail Alba
Daniele Aldape
Mary Schwabauer +++++
Diane and Randi Shaw
Anne and Donald Solen
Tamara and Brad Stark
Heidi and Barton Stern
Stephen Straton ++++
Sheila and John Suarez +++++
Janet Sweetland
Lee Edwards +++++
Veronica and
David Tagliapietro ++++++
Lauren Winslow and Timur Talay
Leo Tauber +++++
Barbara Thorpe ++++++
Louis Valdez +++++
Barbara and Robert Valdez +++++
Richard Wagner +++++
Joanne and
Daniel Wakelee +++++
Marcia and Earl Wakelee +++++
Rosalind Warner and
W. Michael Hogan +++++
Patricia and Carl Wesely ++++++
Aron and Robert Westberg +++++
Tabitha and Gregory William
Kathleen and Robert Wu ++++++
Celeina Zegaro ++++++
Stephanie and Kurt Zierhet
tonna and
Wilhelmus Zwinkels +++++

With the support of government officials, corporations, philanthropists, community groups, and individuals, CSU Channel Islands (CI) has been able to launch innovative academic programs that meet industry needs and prepare students with multicultural, global, and interdisciplinary perspectives.

As partners in our educational mission our supporters are critically important to the University’s successes. Your support allows for the exploration of new concepts and transformational research that has the power to change lives, strengthen our communities, and produce results with global impacts.

We invite you to get to know our students, faculty and staff. We ask you to support CSU Channel Islands and encourage you to learn more about CI. Please contact us at 805-437-8893 or nichole.ipach@csuci.edu to find out how you can get involved.

Christine and Richard Anglin
Maria-Yanet Angulo
Anonymous
Catherine Anson
Kenya Azenys
Michelle Aquino
Rosanne and Arthur Aquino
Kristina and Patrick Ariniello
Akrav Armanous
Juanita and
Gilbert Armas-Guzman
Katherine Armstrong
Myra Arreola
Marcos Arroyo
Noriko and James Arter:
Marissa Artiles
Patricia and Charles Ashbrook
David Ashley
Erin Askar
Tamara Astorga
Judy Atterholt and
Christopher Petit
Eugene Ayala
Michael Ayala
Rebecca Ayala
Sabrina Ayala
Jean Bagley
Vanessa Bahena
Ali Baig
Kelsey Baker
Diana Ballesteros
Chelsey Ballot
Christina Balster
Lindia Guajardo and
Frank Barajas
Ted Barber
Yuridia Barillas
Brittney Barlow
Bianca Barnes
Jason Barnes
Kelly Barnes
Hillary and Randall Barnes
Tracy Barnes
Courtney Barr
Hannah Barrella
Coleen and Gary Barsley
Emily Barwig
Genevieve Basso
Carolinera Bautista
Nazareth Bautista
Diahn and Dan Beaton
Jill and Ron Beaty
Stephanie Becerra
Allyson Becker
Stephanie and Eric Beckman
Anthony Belen
Jeri Robert Belter
Michelle and Joey Benedict
Julia Bennett
George Benz
Bart Berardo
Scott Berekljak
President’s Circle Members + Five to Nine Years ++ 10-14 Years +++ 15 Years and Above ++++
Legacy Members

Alme Salcedossosa
Jessica Salgado Alcala
Fernando Salinas
Tyler Sales
Jo Ann and Jason Samonte
Melanie Sampson
Aidan Sanchez
Angie Sanchez
Erika Sanchez
Jeanette Sanchez
Patricia Sanchez
Sara Senez
Shannon Sanders
Miguel Sandoval
Julia Sanfancon
Matthew Sanford
Colin Sasaki
Charlene and Robert Saw
Tiana Scanlan
Mary and Aaron Scardino
Brooke Schafer
Kane Scherbert
Kelly Schillingseienep
Thomas Schmidhauser
Colton Schmidt
Robin Schmid
Edward Schofield
Richard Schucht
Matthew Schrupp
Eleanor Schuermann
Melissa Schumacher
Anthony and Ryan Schuster
Doug Scott
Mark Scott
Sarah Scrivero
Charlene and Robert Scudder
Susan and Laurence See
Katelyn Seeley
David Seery
Leilani and Jeff Segovia
Jenna Segre
Karen and Joseph Seiberlich
Howard Seligman
Emily Semlitsch
Armando Sepulveda
Donna Sepulveda-Weber and Robert Weber
Lisa and Josh Sewell
Cody Seybold
James Shaffer
Arvin Shah
Nikamal and Sameer Shah
Jessica Shakely
Lara Shapiro-Snair and Larry Snair
Brittany Shap
Katie Sharp
Catherine and Mel Sheeler
Harriet and David Shenberg
Sondra and Charles Shelby
Jami Shelden
Sarah Shelton
Nicholas Sherman
Tony Shin
Christa Sidener
Elizabeth Sidener
Louise and Dan Siebert
Elizabeth Silva
Jenna Silver
Hannah Silverman
Kathy Silverman
Sean Simoneon
Jacklyn Simonson
Sunita Singh
Karen Simmons and Andrew Skinner
Peter Skubka
Marianne Slaughter and Scott Slezak
Steven Smalls
Aubrie Smallwood
Drew and Ronald Smiley
Howard Smith
Janelle Smith
Katherine Smith

President’s Circle Members

Lori and Craig Prentice
Ted Price
Heidi Proctor
Julia Sailer
Mary and Stuart Proctor
Angela Provencio
Cole Puentedura
Briana Quevedo
Danielle and Jason Quillian
Mary Quinn
Veronica Quintana
Bridge Quintanilla
Ellaine Joyce Quinton
Anahi Quiriz
Haleh Rabani
Lisa and Joel Racine
Ethan Rae
Lindsay Ramef
Xaviera M. Ramon
Alejandro Ramach
Joaquina Ramos
Mason Randall
Cesar Rangel
Liza Rasmussen
Charles Rasmussen
Vanessa and James Rawlings
Yvette Rayes
Hope Raymond
Rachel Reed
Adrienne and Clarence Reeves
Georgianna Regnier
Maria and Romeo Remonida
Melissa Remotti
Carol and Hal Reniger
Stephanie Renteria-Perez and Anthony Rentorp
Cameron Reyes
Ingrid and Jose Reyes
Reynalou Reyes
Hilda Reyes
Margery Richards
Melissa Riley
Christopher Ringor
Bet Renter
Jasmine Rivera
Winiver Rivera
Alicia Rivera and
Filadelphia Rivera Gomez
Race Rizziut
Michael Robertson
Charlette Robinson
Paul Robinson
Christina Robledo
Mabel Robles
Samantha Rodden
Debra Rodriquez
Claudia Rodríquez
Edgar Rodríguez
Jennifer Rodríguez
Brandon Rogers
Jade Rohrbach
Claudia Romero
Karen Romney
Mary Anne and Tom Rooney
Maritza Rosas
Andrea Roschke
Mirta Ross
Molla Rosenberg
Shelby Ross
Ila and Fred Rothenberg
Angel Roupe
Rhonda Royal
Jane and Thomas Rozanski
Martha Rubio
Nola Rude
Lisa Rudin
Nichole Ruiz
Yolanda Ruiz
Dane Ruiz
Sarah Ruxton
Chelsea and Dustin Russell
Hannah Russell
Isaiah Russell
Jazz Russell
Faye Saechao
Daniel Salazar

Danae Vazquez
Jorge Vazquez
Alexander Vega
Eric Vega
Kimberly Vega
Sandra Vega
Leah Vekich
Nayeli Velez
Andres Velazquez-Ontiveros
Vicki Viera
Austin Viles
Faye and Aaron Villa
Janine Villaneuva
Marcelina and Gregory Vivit
Linus Vogel
Alex Volden
Josh and Jillian Wade
Sarah Wade
Hannah Wagner
Stephanie Wagner
George Walden
Austin Walker
Daniel Walker
Amy and David Wallace
Scott Wallace
Alexis Wallengren
Christopher Walsh
Ashley Wang
Christine Wamba
Mae Wan and Lester Tong
Shirley Wandzura
Vita Weiden
Laurie and Gary Wachtel
Gary Washburn
Harold Washington
Sharon Welter
Carol and Ray Waters
Elizabeth Watkins
Kathleen and Donald Waunich
Jeremy Webb
Dianne Wei
Patricia Walsh and Charles Weis
Judith and Morton Weissman
Eli Weissman
Thomas Welker
Everett Wells
Kira West
Brandon Westemer
Brian Whalen-Crichton
Emily Wheeler
Dillette Whittier
Melissa S. Whiteacre
Debra Whiteaker
Emily Whitehouse
Jeff Whitehouse
Amy Whittemann
Linda Whobrey
Taylor Widel
Kris Whitfield
Gary Wilde
Deborah Williams
Jerry Williams
Beth Williams
Kevin Williams
Michael Williams
Sherrevia Williams
Chloe Wilson
Bruno Wilroy
Kobi Colyar-Winans and
Russell Winans
Lisa Winfree
Jay Wingert
Rose Wisuri
Man Rud Wittensren
Thomas Witt
Ronald Wong
Kathleen Worden
Ashleigh Wright
Carrt Wright
Marcus Wurtz
Emilee Wyckoff
Melissa Yette-Collins
Tanya Yanes
Natalie and Joshua Yanez
Kaye and David Zych

GIFTS FROM

BUSINESSES AND ORGANIZATIONS

MAJOR GIFTS
Anonymous
California Resources Corporation
Fashon Forms
Gene Haas Foundation
The Kissel Company, Inc.
Loker Family Foundation
Marin W. V. and Martha K. Smith
Foundation
Meissner Filtration
Products, Inc.+++
Rocky and Lon Morton DAF+++
Rabobank
SAGE Publishing
Samuel B. and Margaret C.
Mohr Foundation
Schwab Charitable Fund
Southern California Gas Company
United Bank
Yardi Foundation

$50,000-$99,999
Airborne Technologies, Inc.
Al Lowe Construction, Inc.
AVMetrics, LLC
Canteen of Coastal California Inc.
Casar Family Foundation
Deckers Outdoor Corp.
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Harriet H. Samuelsson
Foundation
Harriuson Industries
Havasi Wilderness Foundation
Healthstat, Inc.
The Henry J. Kaiser Family
Foundation
Hollister Apartments
Pasadena Community Foundation
Pinkard Youth Institute
Ralph M. Parsons Foundation
TOLD Corporation+++
TOLD Foundation
Ventura County Community
College District
Ventura County Office of
Education

$100,000-$249,999
Aer Energy LLC++
American Association of
University Women
American Tooth Industries
Anderson Construction, Inc.
Community Memorial Health
System
Consolidated Nilton Foundation
FOOD Share, Inc.
Montecito Bank & Trust
Proligos Foundation
Roadrunner Shuttle & Limousine
Service
Square One Architecture, Inc.
Sundt

President’s Circle Members

Five to Nine Years
10-14 Years
15 Years and Above

Carolyn Yatomi
Katherine Yepez
Paula and Russell Yermasek
Nata C. Yokubalakan
Justin Yu
Ginamara Zacarias
Lauren Zahn
Sondra Zaitoon
Karen Zamarripa
Jesus Zavala
Martha Zavala
Monte Zaraza
Myrna and Seymour Zimmerman
Robert Zollo
Kaylie and David Zych
On behalf of the students, faculty, and staff, we gratefully acknowledge the following donors who made gifts in support of California State University Channel Islands during 2015. Every gift makes a difference and every donor is appreciated. Every effort has been made to post a complete and accurate list. Please report errors to the Development office at 805-437-3165.

### Honor Roll of Donors

#### OCTOBER 8, 2016 | LIBBEEY BOWL | OJAI

---

**$100–$999**
- Alexander Valley Vineyards
- Bank of America
- Employee Giving Campaign
- Bank of America
- United Way Campaign
- Brinkman & Company
- Casa Pacifica
- CBC Federal Credit Union
- Child Development Resources of Ventura County, Inc.
- City National Bank
- Clinicas Del Camino Real, Inc.
- Coast Hills Credit Union
- Greater Conejo Valley Chamber of Commerce
- Hart Research Associates
- Heritage Oaks Bank
- Josten’s
- Limoneira Company
- Morgan Stanley Global Impact Funding Trust, Inc.
- Musick, Peeler & Garrett LLP
- Network for Good
- Patagonia Inc.
- Port of Hueneme
- Rasmussen Family Foundation
- Roschke & Wall, CPAs
- United Way California Capital Region
- Ventura County Potters’ Guild

**$1,000–$4,999**
- Alcoa Fastening Systems
- Altrusta Club of Oxnard
- Altrusa International Foundation of San Buenaventura, Inc.
- Amgen Foundation
- Bank of America
- California Association of Pest Control Advisors - Ventura City of San Buenaventura
- Climate Control Company
- Compass Information Technology, Inc.
- DCH Auto Group
- Delta Kappa Gamma Society International
- Express Employment Professionals
- Farber Hass Hurley, LLP
- Ferguson Case Orr Paterson LLP
- FileYourTaxes.com
- Follett Higher Education Group
- Full Sun Designs
- Golden State Self Storage
- Gordon Ross Medical Foundation
- The Hawkins Foundation
- Hi-Temp Insulation
- Johnson and Johnson Employee Funds
- Limoneira Foundation ++
- Mathematical Association of America
- Mission Wealth Management, LLC
- MVS School of Business & Economics
- National Center for Women & Information Technology
- O’Connor Electric, Inc.
- Ojai Oil Company ++++
- OnRamp Communications
- Oxnard Gem and Mineral Society
- Pacific Western Bank
- PCL Construction Services, Inc.
- Pleasant Valley Education Association
- Professional Planning +
- Prospect Mortgage
- Renaissance Charitable Foundation, Inc.
- Rotary Club of Camarillo
- Santa Rosa Plaza
- Associates LLC ++
- Scott Family Foundation
- The Ayco Charitable Foundation
- Tolman & Wiker Insurance Services, LLC +
- Vanguard Charitable
- Ventura County Deputy Sheriffs’ Association
- Ventura Investment Co
- Ventura Rentals
- Wells Fargo Foundation

**GRANTS**
- Amgen Foundation
- Bank of America Charitable Foundation
- Harriet H. Samuelsson Foundation
- Limoneira Foundation ++
- Martin V. and Martha K. Smith Foundation
- Mathematical Association of America
- National Center for Women & Information Technology
- Ventura County Community Foundation

**GIFTS IN-KIND**
- Alexander Valley Vineyards
- Bank of America
- Employee Giving Campaign
- Bank of America
- United Way Campaign
- Brinkman & Company
- Casa Pacifica
- CBC Federal Credit Union
- Child Development Resources of Ventura County, Inc.
- City National Bank
- Clinicas Del Camino Real, Inc.
- Coast Hills Credit Union
- Greater Conejo Valley Chamber of Commerce
- Hart Research Associates
- Heritage Oaks Bank
- Josten’s
- Limoneira Company
- Morgan Stanley Global Impact Funding Trust, Inc.
- Musick, Peeler & Garrett LLP
- Network for Good
- Patagonia Inc.
- Port of Hueneme
- Rasmussen Family Foundation
- Roschke & Wall, CPAs
- United Way California Capital Region
- Ventura County Potters’ Guild

On behalf of the students, faculty, and staff, we gratefully acknowledge the following donors who made gifts in support of California State University Channel Islands during 2015. Every gift makes a difference and every donor is appreciated. Every effort has been made to post a complete and accurate list. Please report errors to the Development office at 805-437-3165.

---

### President’s Dinner & Concert

Join CSU Channel Islands for an evening of musical entertainment at the Libbey Bowl in Ojai that promises to be our best event yet! What could be better than dinner and a concert under the stars.

If you would like to be added to our invitation list, please call 805-437-8916.